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Princi les of the physical slmulatlon of conditions at the 
init la!? stage of ?-a martens1 t ic transformat ion are formulated 
on the bash of the theory which synthesizes conceptions of the 
heterogeneous nucleation and the wave growth of martensite. The 
choice of the ex erimental method available to realize the 
artificial inltia ! ion of transformation is justified. Possible 
mechanisms of excitation of the hypersonic control1 waves by 
a single supershort laser pulse are presented. The % formation 
about ers ectives of using the received results for alloys 
feat& !he shape-memory effect is also presented. 

1 . INTRODUCTION 
The physical realization of conditions corresponding to the initial 
st e of martensltic transformation (MT) in the or inal austenite 
la%ice means (in the context of present communication 9 the artificial 
creation of object similar to the martenslte nucleus. The following 
growth of the last one will cause the formation of macroscopic marten- 
sltic crystal (MC) in the austenitic volume. Thus by the man-made 
trlggerlng there may be produced a s le martensitlc lamella and its 
dimensions (excepting the thickness) 9 w I1 be defined only by overall 
dimensions of the invest ted s eclmen. Such object will allow to 
receive unlque refined % ta a g out martensite ropertles. Another 
important consequence: the method of controlled lnftiation of MT glves 
a possibility to form a s a1 r idly synchronized in time with the 
beglnnlng of the martensit y ?  c lame la wth. The use of such reference 
signal o ens perspectives to investqte in detail the se arated ! st es o the MC and IC ensemble dynam cs in the real time imme iately 
d3ng the IPP process. 

?i 
The experiments on the controlled Initiation of MT demand a detailed 
information concern both ropertles of the austenite lattice state 
corresponding to the % init ! a1 stage and mechanisms maintaining the 
subsequent evolution of this state. Such information may be taken from 
the theoretical model which describes adequately all the set of MT 
observed features. The next problem to be resolved is the choice of 
experimental method allowing to carry out the controlled initiation. 

2.7-a MARTBNSITIC TRAWSFO~TION: PARTICUWLRITIBS AND ~~EcHANISYIS 
In this work the problem of initiation of the single MC g m w t f i  Is 
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consldered for the ?-a htT In the Fe-31,5%Ni alloy single-crystals. 
The origlnal hi temperature ?-phase (austenite) has fcc-lattice and 
the low-tern era ure a-phase (martenslte) has bcc-lattice E l l .  The P P transformat on is characterized by the renounced attributes of the 
first-order phase transition and rocee !!is as cooperative one. It is 
important to note that the speclf?c (per unit or mass) volume of 
a-phase Is more than one of 7-phase. 
A martenslte arlses in the form of latnellas wlth a small ratio of 
thickness to the other linear dimensions. The lamella thickness is 
about 1 p. A lamella habit lane (an interphase boundary) takes 24 
consistent orientations whlcg are described by collection {3 10 1 517 
(relative to the crystallo&raphic axis of 7-phase). The martensite 
lamella formation at the process is accompanied by appearance of 
the relief on external surfaces that allows to register by optlcs the 
transformation. Often the MC set demonstrates the well deflned order 
in the relative position. This particularlty allows to say about the 
formation of MC ensembles. 
MT In the Fe-31,5%Ni single-crystals exhibits brightly the athermal 
macroklnetics and may be classified as wexplosivew transformation (a 
major volume pro ortion of martenslte arises P dur? the explosion). 
This particular1 y causes the well audible sound cl ck at the moment 
of transltlon. 
It should bc noted specially that MC at the ,-a hlT grows at 

the "P rate. In accord with data recelved experimenklly In works [,2,31 t e 
magnitude of this rate exceeds the lo ltudlnal sound velocity. 
a MT obviously demonstrates the attr ? butes of the flrst-order phase 
laansition which allows to su pose that the stages of nucleation and 
MC growth take place. The marfensite nucleation is consldered to have 
a heterogeneous character and dislocations play the important role at 
thls process. 
Whole set of 7-a MT observed features may be correctly and 
consistently described within the sco e of the approach which is based 
on synthesis of two conce tions: of t g e heterogeneous (near dlsloca- 
tlon) nucleation and of tge MC owth controlled by quasilongltudinal 
displacement waves. Experlmenta !T data about high fsu ersonic) rate of 
MC growth lead to the wave mechanism whlch is phys!cally unalterna- 
tlve. The Indicated approach In the most complete view is expounded In 

the monoF? h [41. The work 151 re resents a corn act (but enough 
qualltat ve interpretation of bas c Ideas and ncludes the new 
results and conclusions. 

E P 
The theory oints important both to understand the rinciples of 

the MT artlflcial inltiation are resented below. 
! modelling o!/ lattice state on the MT origin stage and o carry out 

bl!T starts from the excited state k the Ionn of heavily elongated 
rectangular parallelepi ed wlth the long opposite faces oscillat 

-b 4 4 

9 in pairs In antiphase. $he orrlentat ion of parallelepiped Is deflne 

by the triple of the mutually orthogonal vectors e,, g2 , E3 (Fig.1). 
The transformation In the parallelepiped volume wlll have started when 

4 -b 

amplitudes of oscillatlom in the dlrections 5, and E2 will reach 

values a? and sib (threshold defonnatlons) and besldes the deforma- 
tions wlll satisfy the conditions: 

(tenslon, compresslon and small deformation In the dlrections Sl,2,3). 



4 

The vector c3 lies in the weak-distorted (invariant if .s3 = 0 )  plane 
favorable for the interphase contact. The ener liberated during 
transformation is s ent partly for a eneration o two hypersonic wave P f BY 
beams whlch pmpa$a e at the velocit es cl, c2 (the wave normals: 
nl= cl/cl-, %= c2 /c2 ) .  It is easy to see that the intersection l ine 
(as well as the area where the conditions (I) are fulfilled) of two 
wave fronts moves at the velocity c  = c,+ c2. As a result the marten- 
sitlc lamella grows at the velocity c. A mechanism of neratlon of 
two longitudinal controlling waves is based on the stim 8 ated acoustic 
phonon emlsslon by non-e uillbrlum 3d-electrons at the region 
separat kg 7- and a-phases ?4 1 . 
In the case of the s ontaneous 7-a MT the excited state is considered 
to arise by fluctuat ? on in the well definite area near the rectilinear 

-b 

dislocation. In so doing, the vectors are the elgenvectors of 
elastic deformation tensor in the lndlcated area. The corresponding 
elgenvalues E~ satisfies the conditions (1). In this area the energe- 
tic interphase barrier is lowered and the conditions favorable to 
arlse the threshold fluctuation take place. 
S thesis of two conce tlons of the heterogeneous nucleation and of tg wave growth leads PO the additional condlt ions 15 1 : 

+ + 

nj E 3 ,  % " E2* ( 2 )  

c$cg ( E ~ / ~ E ~ ~ ) I ' ~ .  (3) 
It should be noted that > (as a result of increase of the 
speciflc volume dwlng 7-a transformation) and c2 > c,, e .  the 
compression deformation in the transformed region is effected by the 
wave propagat- at the lower velocity. 

Fig. 1 . Scheme lllustrat the martensit ic lamella growth controlled 
by two longitudlm "P waves. 

3 .CONTROL OF 7-a HI! 
In accord wlth the above-mentioned theoretical statements to initiate 
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the ?-a MT it Is necessary to model the initial excited state. The 
last one should be arallelepl edal in forrn and well definitely 
orlented relative to !he crystal~ographic axes of 7-phase lattice (the 

+ -b + 
parallelepiped orientation is specified by the vectors 51 ,  E2, E 3 ) .  
The cross dimensions d of such arallelepiped Is defined from the 
characteristic thickness of mar f ensitic lamella (about I p), the 
oscillation frequency of its o posite faces lies at the hypersonic 
frequency interval (10-100 HHe? 161, the oscillation arnplltude has to 
be sufficient to create the threshold deformation .zth rn 0,001 [ ? I .  It 
may be carried out e. by generation of two mutually orthogonal 
coherent waves with 1 9 i h  = d. The sound wave intensity I necessary for 
the MT initiation may be easy es timated: I = 2stkLCc 2 T W / ~ ~ ,  where G 
(modulus of elasticity) w 200 HN/m2 and c (velocity of lo itudinal 
somCl) w 5 W s  are taken for the Fe-31,5%NI alloy I81.  In oxer wo~ds 
the wanted experiment on the sample with the work-surface area 10 mm2 
needs a generator of ersonic (10-100 HHz) oscillations with w 2 MW "Ye in power. Technical rea ization of mentioned m e t e r s  is possible by 
usin@; the pulse sources only. It should be noTed that the application 
of pulsed action Is perfectly justified because the one-tlme deforma- 
tion of transformed volume is uite sufficient to initiate the MT in 
accordance wlth the condition ql ) . In this case the duration of acous- 
tic ulse (5-50 ps) 1s defined by a half of period of controlling 
osciylations. Further, the necessity of ultimate localization (to 
initiate the single MC) a parently keeps out the use of gas gun while 
It is the instrument aval !? able for the direct transformation of the 
kinetic energy to the sound oscillation ener Besides, in this case 
it is difficult to ex ect the neration of gersonic acoustic pulses 
wlth the am litude s$iicient % create the threshold deformation. 
At present ? he problem of excitation of high-intensity picosecond 
acoustic pulses by the supershort pulse laser can be considered as 
resolved one 191. Ap llcation of the light radiation permits to 
concentrate an ener !n the volume with dimensions about a wavelength 
(for a visible lighF< 1 ) and to satisfy the theory demands. 
The results of first successlve e eriments on the 7-a M!T- initiation 
in the Fe-31,5%Ni s le crystals y unit laser pulse (pulse duration: 
M 20 ps, ravelength? 

"g 
,63 pm, energy: w 5 mJ) are presented in [lo]. 

The work face was parallel to the crystallographic plane (001) which 
--. 7 

had the smallest angle (about 2O) with the long axis c3 of martensite 
-b 

nucleus. In the same time the vector 5 ,  is close to the direction 
-b 

10011 and the angle cp between E2 and the one of the four-fold axes -r 
lying in the plane (001 ) is about 17'. Since the wave normals n, ,2 do 

7 not coLnclde in direction with the crystallo phic symmetry axes the 
controlling; waves are uasilongitudinal. !iY he laser radiation was 
focused on the irradiatei surface by a cylindrical lens therefor the 
laser action trace ap eared as an elongated strip (the ratio of le 
to width about 500). 8he action area was similar in the form (t 
Into account a finite depth of radiation enetration) to the 
arallelepiped. A geometry of experiment P s shown on the Fi 2 
@he conducted experiments have corroborated that the ?-a h *may be 
initiated by the s le icosecond laser pulse. On the other hand it 
was impossible to in 9 tla ! e a transition for the s ificant deviation 
of the specimen temperature TBp from the M!F start ? emperature Ms. The 
typical difference value TBp - M, a/ 4 K. Evidently, the warming of 



volume absorb- an enerm (a favorable factor at the reverse a-7 IYIT) 
retards the 7-a IJY! initiation because the moving from Bd, Is accompani- 
ed by the growth of the energetic interphase barrier. 

Fig.2. The orientatlon of the normals of the waves 8enerated by the 
laser pulse. The bold line shows the laser trace. Sign @J 

shows the orientation of the wave normal nl w [OOlI 7 ' 
4.GENlEU4TION kl5XANISldS OF CONTR0I;LING WAVES AT THE LASER PUISE ACTION 
The rectangular shape of the laser action trace on the tested s ecLmen 
face allows to a ply (for a qualitative interpretation) the ana yticai P P 
solution of rob em on the indentation of the lane stamp which is 
lnflnlte in Pength and. finlte In wldth I 1  1 1. ghe given problem Is 
resolved within the scope of the elasticity dynamic theory for the 
predetermined law of the stamp movement. Flg.3 shows the fronts of 
waves excited by indented stamp in the half-unbounded isotropic medium 
occupying the half-space z > 0 at some moment t > 0. Deformation of 
volume under the stam is defined by superposition of displacements P which are created by he plane longitudinal wave Wp,l, two cylindrical 
longitudinal waves We,= and two cylindrical transverse waves W,,tllll. 
The hase velocities of longitudinal (plane &d cylindrical) waves are P equa and exceed ones of transverse waves. In the case of the iUse action It Is necessary to speak actually about acoustic pulses p,l, 
W,,,, W,,,. A comparlson of Flg.1 with Fig.3 shows that the inltiatlon 

Fig.3. The fronts of the waves excited by the movln@; plane stamp in 
the isotropic medim. The bold line shows the cross-sectlon 
of the stamp. 
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needs tenslon in the direction z and compression in the direction x 
(Pig.3). Areas with such deformation may be realized when the acoustic 
pulses Wp, and W,, are bipolar, i.e. have both the compression 
stage and the tension one. Obviously, the tension deformation ( E , )  has 
to be created by the pulse Wp,l and the compresslon one ( E ~ )  - by the 

pulse W,,J - 
For cylindrical waves the compresslon and tension areas are known 1121 
to be obligatory. In the case of the plane wave the tension area is 
formed only after the compresslon pulse (farmed by an external action) 
wlll be reflected from the free-stress s ecimen boundary. 
The compression pulse is created in sur ! ace layer about 0 1 pn in 
thickness as result of both the themoelasticity mechanism 195 and the 
recoil momentum of reflected hotons and eva orated atoms (at the atom P evaporation regime the contribution of he last mechanism l e  
determinant). Certainly, the s ecimen surface may be re ded as 
free one only after the imdia ! ion process will be completer 
Thus, in the case of the rectangular laser action trace there are two 
areas (near the s ecimen face) where the conditions demanded for the 
MC growth initiat 5' on may be realized. 
The presented interpretation of creation of excited state by the laser 
action adjusts essentially the treatment proposed In works 15,101 
where one of the two controlling waves was supposed to arise as a 
result of the Poisson's effect. 
As an concluslon the following should be noted. 
calculations 113,141 it may be e ected a stimulated lnit ation of 

ACCO*Y the 

martensite owth in the Cu-Zn 3 TI-Ni-Cu alloys bx the pulse laser 
action. T %=' e positive results of similar experiments will give 
evidences for an extension of the theory conclusions 141 to the MT in 
alloys exhibiting the shape-memory effect. 
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